NEW PRODUCT RELEASE

Ultimate universal adapter system supports field and bench techs

The Unidapt™ coaxial adapter system has been a favorite of field and bench technicians for many years. The key element of this system is the small, universal adapter that is used to join any two Unidapt™ adapters with standard coaxial interfaces to create literally hundreds of different adapters on the fly. The seventy-four-piece RFA-4022 Unidapt™ Mega-Plus Kit contains everything needed to troubleshoot and test 7-16 DIN, BNC, F, Mini-UHF, MCX, MMXC, N, RCA, Reverse Polarity SMA and TNC, SMA, SMB, TNC and UHF terminated devices. In addition to fifty-five standard straight adapters, this kit contains a universal tee, a universal right angle adapter, RF sampler and injector for use up to 3 GHz, binding post adapter, banana plug adapter, two 48” Unicables™, barrel adapter for joining Unicables™ and the Unidapt™ coaxial cable tester. All coaxial components feature silver-plated brass bodies, gold-plated contacts and PTFE insulation. The Unicables™ feature universal adapter terminations and double-shielded RG-58A/U cable.

RF Connectors is a division of RF Industries (NASDAQ RFIL), a leading supplier of connecting solutions provided through its operating divisions: RF Connectors, RF Cable Assembly, Aviel Electronics, RF Neulink, RadioMobile, OddCablescom and RF Precision Products.